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o. Introduction 

NEARNESS STRUCTURE OF C(X) 

By S. S. Hong*, L. D. Nel and J. C. Rho* 

Since the concept of nearness structures has been introduced by Herrlich [3J , 
it has been that the concept is very useful for the study of the approximation 

structures. In particular, it is known [2, 3, 4J that the concept gives ries to a 

single method for the investigation of various known structures e. g. topological, 

uniform, proximity or contiguity structure and that of various extensions of 

topological spaces. 

Katetoγ has introduced the concept of merotopy and filter merotopic structures 

[lOJ, and using grill, Robertson has reintroduced the latte1' in the context of 

nearness structures [l1 J. Moreover it is known [lJ that the category .Q넌낀 of 

grill-determined spaces and nearness p1'eserving maps is a ca1'tesian closed 

topological catego1'Y (see also [5J and [l1J). 

In [잉 J ， we ha ve conside1'ed algebras in various cartesian closed topological 

categories and induced dualities. 

This pape1' is a sequel of the pape1' [9J. In pa1'ticular, we int1'oduce the concept 

of zero-dimensional g1'ill-determined spaces which a1'e precisely topological powe1's 

of two point discrete topological space, and the concept of ze1'o-dimensionally 

compact grill-dete1'mined spaces. Considering the lattices with the largest and 

the smallest elements in the category 학파 and the two point discrete topological 

lattice D, we investigate the 1'elationship between the nearness structure of 

xεg핀1 and the natu1'al εIgeb1'aic and nearness st1'uctures of the set C(K.I1J 
.shortly C(X) of nearness p1'ese1'ving maps on X to 깅. It is shown that every 

homomo1'phism on C(X) to D is p1'ecisely induced by a maximal z-filte1' on X 

and that fo1' a zero-dimensional g1'ill-determined space K., eve1'y nearness 

preserving homomorphism h on C(X) to I2 is also precisely induced by a 

maximal z-filter on X. Using these, we show that every homomorphism on 

C(X) to 끄 is fixed iff X is zero dimensionally compact and that for a zero-

dimensional grill-determined space X , every nearness preserving homomorphism 

* This research was supported by the Korean Traders Scholarship foundation. 
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on C(X) to 끄 is fixed iff X is zero-dimensionally compact. Moreover for zero-
dimensionally compact grill-determined spaces X and J.:::, K and J.::: are isomorphic 

in Grill iff C(X) and C([) are isomorphic as lattices in 닫쉰꽉 For the terminology,. 

we refer mostly that of nearness structures to [3, 4] and that of category 
theory to [6]. 

1. Zero dimensional griI1-deterrnined spaces 

DEFINITION 1. 1. Let X be a set. ;J'CP X is called a grill on X if øε ;J'， 

and for A, BCX, AUBεξ iff Aε;J' or Bε;J'. 

RE l\1ARK 1. 2. The concept of grill is dual to that of filter, namely, ;J'CP X 

is a grill on a set X iff sec ;J'= {ACXI for any Gε;J'， AnG해} is a filter, 
and ‘갖CP X is a filter on X iff sec ‘종 is a grill on X. Moreover, grills are • 
precisely the union of ultrafilters. 

The followin~ definition is due to Hcrrlich [3]. 

DEFINITION 1. 3. A subset 종 of P P X is called a prenearness structure on X-

if it satisfies the following conditions: 
(Nl) If ‘s/ coref ines .2 and .f? E웅， then ‘s/ε흥. 

(N2) If n ‘s/휴ø， then ‘>t'E~. 
(N3) {Ø} E종 ; øε흥 

If 응 is a prenearness structure on X , thcn (X, 좀) is called a preneαrness space, 
and r(O , or shortly r , is defined to be the family r= {J/ζPXlsec‘s/E용} and_ 

is called the aS$Ociated ’nerotopic structure with 용. 

A map f: (X , 용)-→(Y， η) betwecn prenearness spaces is called nearnessc 

presen'ùzg if ‘￠ε웅 implies f( ‘s/) = {f(A) I Aεs/} εη. 

REMARK 1. 4. Let (X , Ç) be a prenearness space and r be the associated 
menotopic structure with 용. Then f is precisely the family {J/ CP X I sec‘s/Er}. 

DEFINITION 1. 5. (1) If (X, 강) is a prenearness space then ;J'CP X is called 

a 흥-grill if ;J' is a grill and ;J'혈， and 호CP X is called a r-fz'lter if 호 is a 

filter and ‘종Er. (2) A prenearness space (X, 중) is called gγz"ll-determined if 

each J/E응 is contained in some f-grill; equivalently, for each .f?εr， there is 

a r-filter $ with ‘중ζ stack .f? = {AζXI there is BE.2 with BCA}. 

The category of grill-determined spaces and nearness preserving maps will be. 

denoted by 만꽉 

The following is due to Robertson [11] (also see [1]). 
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LEMMA 1. 6. (1) Let 1 be a class, X a set, (Xi, fi)E(2낀1 and 지 : .Ly-• X i a: 

map for all z.ε1. Then the structure 용ζP P X g z"ven by ‘4εç zff there Z"S a grzll 

$ on X wz"th ‘%'C$ and f/쫓)E당 for eνery iε1， Z"S z"ni!z"al in 한젠 wzïh

respect to the source (X , (fi) iεI， (Xi, 좀z)iε1)' Thus the associated merotoPz"c 

structure r wi갱 좀 Z"S given by .5ti'Er zff there exz"sts a f z"lter ‘종 oχ X wz"th ‘종ζ 

stack .5ti' and fi(‘:ø)εri for each z"ε1， where 7i=r(흙). (2) 효띤 is a cartesz"aχ 

closed topological category.Moreover, zf K:=("I, 중) and' x = ([, η) are grill

determ z"1zed spaces, the power structure on H om (X , K:) is the structure e determ z"1zed 

by those gγills 종 on Hom (X, K:) for wlziclz ex . y ( ‘N@$)Er; for eveη 강-grill 

X , zukeye ex, E ts tke eualxatz·0% ??eap afzd ‘s;/@$ is the product grill of ‘s;/ and 

$; 

In the following, the .. two point discrete topological space vr i11 be denoted by 

D= 떠나1 and fol- any Xgg디끄z Horn (X, 깅) wi11 be denoted by C(X). 

DEFINITION 1. 7. . (1) For any Xε으꾀뇨 a subset A of X is called a zero set 

if A=Z(f)=f-1(O)for some f'εC(X). (2) A fi1ter in the lattice of all. zero. 

sets in X wil1 be called a z-filter. (3) A z-filter is called maxiηzal . if it is 
maximal with respect to the inc1usion. 

REMARK 1.8. (1) Sinceevery permutation is nearness preserving, 

a zero set in XεGri11 iff so is. CA. 

a set A is 

(2) Since D is a topological lattice, the join and meet. are nearness preserγing 

on Dx D to D. Thus the set of all zero-sets in XεGri1l is a. Boolean lattice. 

with respect to the inclusion. 

(3) Every z-filter is contained in a maximal z-filter, 

iff it is a prime filter. 

and a z-fi1 ter is maximal 

PROPOSITION 1. 9. . A z-filter ‘ýr z"n Xεg낀l Zs ηzaximal iff for any fEC(X) , 

f(.갖) Z"S convergent 껴 끄. 

PROOF. For the necessity; suppose ‘중 is. a maximal z-fi1ter arid f'εC(X). If 

Z(f)ε종， then f(Z (f)) = {O} and hence f(‘종) converges to O. If Z({) Ef‘중， 

then CZ (f)ε증 and f(CZ (f)) = {1} ; f(‘종) converges to 1. 

For the sufficiency, suppose $ is a z-filter containing 호. Then there is 

fεC(X) with Z(f)ε$-호. Since f(‘갖) is convergent and Z(f)Ef‘종， f(‘종) 

converges to 1. Hence f($) also converges to 1, so that there is Gε종 with 

f(G) = {1 }, which is a contradiction. 
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DEFINITION 1. 10. A grill-determined space X is ca11ed zero d쩌zeηsional if 

C(l{) is initial and C(l{) separates points of X. 

The subcategory of 학파 determined by zero dimensional grill-determined 

spaces is denoted by 잊꾀L 

The fo11owing is immediate from Lemma 1. 6. 

THEOREM 1.11. Tke category g닫쉰ll z·s tke eptqflectψe hull 01 {끄} 쩌 q간다， 

.and hence zï is productive and heredz'tary. 

Since 파I맥 is productive in 닥ill ， one has 

THEOREM 1. 12. A grz"ll-determined space X is zero dimensz'onal zll X i5 

;z'somorPhic to a subspace in 갇낀깊 01 a power 01 끄 in Top. 

PROPOSITION 1. 13. (1) Let X be a grz"ll-determined space. 

Then X is zero dimensional z!1 C(X) separates poz'nts 01 X and lor any I z"lter 

‘갖 on X , ‘정rεr zll lor any I'εC(X) ， I(‘중) is convergeηt. 

(2) 11 X is zero-dimensional and ‘:Jr is a lilter on X , then ‘~εr z!1 ‘중 

contains a maximal Z-lilter on X. 

PROOF. (1) Trivial 

(2) Sufficiency is obvious by (1) and the fact that 끄 is complete. For the 

necessity, suppose ‘종 is a r-filter on X. Let ;ß={Fε중 I F is a zero set in X} . 

lt is then obvious that ;ß is a Z-filter. Since for any I'εC(X) ， I(‘윷) is 

'Convergent, either Z(j)ε종 or CZ(f)ε중. Thus I(;ß) also converges to lim 

f($). Hence ;ß is a maximal z-filter by proposition 1. 9. 

2. AIgebraic and nearness structures of C(l{) 

DEFINITION 2. 1. An algebra of type -r = (깐)iEI in딛꾀1 is a pair (X, (fi)‘ε1)' 

where X is a grill-determined space and for each iεI. fi : Xnt 
nearness preserving map on the 씬-th power of X in 므다끄 to X. 

‘X is a 

In the fo11owing, 딛브tt will denote the category of lattices with two unary 

‘operations and nearness preserving homomorphisms, and Q will be also considered 

as an object of GLatt with the usual lattice operations and two unary operations. 

Since Grill is cartesian closed topological category and the category of lattices 

with two unary operations and homomorphisms is equational, the following is 

immediate from [9]. 
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Let C: 딛rillOP-→GLatt be the functor given as folIows: for Xεg다ll， C(X) 

ìs an object in 딛L완t equipped with the required operations by simply applying 

X V' _ to the operations of 12 and C is defined on morphisms to agree with the 

internaI contravariant hom-functor -FD. Let S : GLatt-• GrillOP be the functor 

.defined as follows: For each Aε딛쁘얀!. we define S(A) to be the subspace of 

<C(A) formed by a lI nearness preserving homomorphisms and for a morphism h 

in GLatt, S(h) =hV'끄. (For the more detail, see [9]) 

THEOREM 2.2. (1) C : 흐젠lop-「흐E효tt is rz'ght adjoint to S, the μχit and 

‘counit of the adjunctz"on being γespecHνely the ηzaps 

ηA: A-• CoS(ð) (ηA(a)(h)=h(a)) 

ex : X-• SoC(X) (ex(x) (f) =f(x)). 

(2) The subcategory E짝f qf 흐낀E deter??tz·yzed w objects x for μ，hich e x is an 

4s0%0ψhz'sm z.s dually equiνalent ψth the suocategory !!.짝E of g짝 formed oy 

-objects A for μIhich ηa z·s a% z·s0%0?’þhz'sm. 

PROPOSITION 2.3. For any Xε흐깐f， a map h : C(X)-→끄 is a homomoγ-pJzism 

iχ L짝 z!f there z's a maxz'ηzal z-fz'lter ‘중 on X such that h(f) =lim f(‘중) for 

.each fi르C(X). 

PROOF (=>) Let ker (h) = fflεC(X) 1 h(f) =O} and ‘중 = {Z(f) If'ε ker(h)}. 

‘Since Z(f) nZ(g) =Z(f V g) , and h(1) =1, where 1 is the constant map with 

value 1, ‘중 is a z-filter. Moreover, for any fEC(X) , f(‘종) converges to 0 if 

h(f) =0, i. e. Z(f)ε중， and f(‘중) converges to 1 if h(f) = 1, for f ^f一 =q，

where f- is the composite of f folIowed by the non-identity permutation of 끄 

:and 0 is the constant map with value O. Thus by Proposition 1. 9, ‘중 is a 

maximal z-filter on X and h(f) =lim f(‘중). 

(ζ) Let ‘중 be a maximal z-filter on X. Define h : C(X)-• D by h(f) =lim 

f(‘종). Then h(f) =0 iff there is Fε~ with f(F) = {O}. and h(f) = 1 iff there 

1S Fε종 with f(F) = {1}, i. e. f- (F) = {O}. Thus it is straightforward that h is 

a homomorphism on C(X) to 끄. 

COROLLARY 2. 4. Let k, k ; C(X)--→끄 be homomorphisms. lf ker(h)C ker(k) , 

then h=k. 

DEFINITION 2.5. A grill-determined space X is called zero dimensionally 

compact if every maximal z-filter on X has a non-empty intersection. 
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THEOREM 2.6. For Xξg짝1， X z's zero dt":ηzensz'onally compact z"ff f01’ any 

homomoφht"sm h : C(X)-• D, there is ‘9EX sμch that h(f) =f(‘9) for all flε 

C(X). 

PROOF. (~) Let h : C(X)-→끄， be a homomorphism. By the above theorem, 
there is a maximal z-filter ‘갖 with h(f) = lim f(‘갖) (fεC(J;)). Since X is 
zero dimensionally compact, there is ‘9EX with .!7εn‘종. If h(f) =0 (1. resp. ), 

then there is Fε종 with f(F) = {이 , ({1}. resp.) and hence f( ‘9) =0 (1, resp). 
Thus h(f) =f(9). 

(<;) Let ‘종 be a maximal z-filter on X. Again by the above theorem, there 

is a homomorphism h: C(X)-→끄 such that h(f) =0 z"ff Z(f)ε갖. Let 9 be 
a point of X with h(f) = f( ‘9) for all fEC(X). Then ‘%εn‘잦. 

THEOREM 2.7. Let X be a zero dt"ηzenst"onal grUl-determ t"ned space and h : C 
(X)-→깅 be a map. 

Then h t"s a neαrness preservt"ng homomorPht"sη'z z"ff there is a maxz'mal z -fz"lter 

‘중 on K such that h(f) =lim f($) for all fEC(X). 

PROOF. (~) It is immediate ftom proposition 2.3 

(<;) Let ‘종 be a maximal z-filter on X and define h : C(X)-→끄 as in the 

proof of proposition 2.3, i. e. 

o if Z(f)ε종 
h(f) = h if Z(f)종$. 

It remains to show that h is nearness preserving. Take any r-filter W on 

C(X). By Lemma 1. 6, for any r-filter 종 on X , e(~><찢) is convergent on Q , 
where e is the evaluation map on xxC(X) to 깅. By proposition 1. 13, ‘갖 is 

also a r-filter on X and hence e(‘종 xW) is convergent. Thus there is WEW 

and FE$ such that W(F) = {g(x) IgεW and xεF}. is either {O} or {1}. We 

claim that 1z(W) = {O} ({1} resp.) iff W(F) = {o} ({1} resp.). Indeed, suppose 

W(F) = {아 • For any fEW , f(F) = {O}, i. e. FCZ(f); Z(f)ε갖. Thus h(W) 

= {O}. Assume W(F) = {1}. Then for any fεW， f(F) = {1} which implies Z (f) 

nF=cþ and hence Z(f)~.중. This shows h(W) = {1}. In all, h(W) is also 

convergent in 끄， so that h is nearness preserving. 

THEOREM 2.8. For a zero-dz"1nenst"onal grzll-determt"ned space X , the 

following are equiνalent: 

(1) X is zero dimensionally compact. 

(2) For any homomorphism h : C(효)‘→끄， there z's 9εX wzïh h(f) = f(9) 
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(f드C(J)). 

(3) For αny lZCαηzεss prcserving homomorphism h : C(X) 

zνith Iz(f) =/(，91)({，εC(X)) ， i. c. ex is onto. 

밍， there is ，91εX 

PROOF. The on1y non-trivia1 part is (3)=> (1). Take any maximal z-filter ‘중 

on X. Then by th딩 above theorem, there is a nearness preserving homomor

phism h : CCX)-•!2 such that lz(f) =0 iff Z(f)ε$'. Pick ，91εX with h(f) 

=/(,91) (fEC(X)). Thcn it is obγious that ，91εn.갖. This completes the proof. 

For any !{ε딛핀1 ， 、γe c1cnote the 츠g핀l-ref!ection of X by d : X • dX. 

PROPOSITION 2.9. For Xεg딱ll ， X z·s zcro diηzcχ강'onally compαct ill so is 

dX. 

PROOF. (=>) Let ‘!1' be a maximal Z-fiIter on dX and 쫓= {d-\F) IFε갖} . 
Then it is obvious that 젖 is a z-filter on X. For any IEC(!{) , let 1 : dX• D 

be the unique morphism in 잊랙 with lod=/. Then /(~)=l(d(~))=l(‘종) 

is convergent, for 호 is a r-filter by proposition 1. 13. Hence ~ is a1so a maximal 

Z죄lter on X. By the assunption, there is ，91εX with ，91εn~， so that d(,91) 

εn.중. Hence d X is zero dinensionaIly compact. 
(ç) It is enough to shoπ that for any homomorphism h: C(X)-→끄， there 

is ，91ε쪽 with h (f) =/(,91) cfεC(X)). Since Ji =hoC(d) : C(dX)-•!2 is again 

a homomorphism, there is qεdX with n(q) =g(q) for all gεC(d X). Since d is 

onto, there is ，91εX with d(,91) =q. Then for any /EC(X), lz(f) = 1 J od) = h J) 

=J(q) =J(d(,91)) =1ι9) ， πhere 1 is the unique morphism with lod=/. 

PROPOSITION 2.10. 11 X is zero d z'1nensional grz'll-detcrmined space, the1Z 

li:x : X-→S。C(X) z-s a1; c;yjcddt1zg 6% g션딘， a. e. εx is 1-1 z-χitz'al. 

PROOF. Since SoC(끄) is isomorphic with 깅 in 닫핀L one has the fo1lowing 

commuting dia~ram 

X ‘ 

f 

D -

e x 
• SoC(X) 

S6C(f) 

-」 S。C(P) for each I'εC(X). 
Sine C(X) is initia1 and point-separating, ex is a1so 1-1 initial, i. e. an -
embedding. 

THECREM 2.11. Let X and ;r be objects in ZGill. Sμ:pposc X and ;r αyι zεro 
dimcnsionally coηzþact， thC1Z X aízd ;r al'e isomorPllic z'í~ Grz'l~ 2fl CC효) α;;d CCO 
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are z.somorþhz'c 쩌 GLatt. 

PROOF. (수) trivial 

(<=) Since E and x are zero-dimensionaIly compact, sx and Er are onto. 

Furthermore. E X and Ey are in fact isomorphisms in 함젠 by the above propo

sition. Since C(X) and C(E) are isomorphic in gL학효 SoC(X) is isomorphic 

with s。C(E) ; hence x and E are isomorphic in 흐rilI. 
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